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Abstract
Reasoning on the basis of legal evidence has been analysed using three types of approaches: argumentative, narrative and probabilistic. As each type of approach has been defended as a complete account of evidential reasoning, it is natural to assume that there is an integrating perspective. It is here proposed that a logico-probabilistic argumentation theory can integrate argumentative, narrative and probabilistic approaches to legal evidence.
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1. Approaches to legal evidence
There exist three types of approaches to reasoning with legal evidence: argumentation approaches, narrative approaches and probabilistic approaches (Kaptein et al., 2009; Dawid et al., 2011). Of each type of approach there exist accounts that suggest a complete picture; nothing else seems to be needed. Argumentation approaches focus on arguments for and against what has happened in a criminal case, using reasons grounded in the available evidence. In narrative approaches, plausible stories are constructed as hypotheses about what has happened, and checked and compared on the basis of the evidence. In probabilistic approaches, numeric calculations aim at determining the probability that hypothesized events have happened given the evidence, and at updating probabilities in the light of new evidence.

As these types of approaches are superficially very different, but still have been defended as complete, the question arises whether there exists an overarching integrating perspective. I hold that such a perspective exists, and that a formalization can clarify the relations between argumentation, narrative and probabilistic approaches to reasoning with evidence. In section 2, the three perspectives are discussed in a way that is congruent with the integrating perspective sketched in section 3.

2. Argumentation, narrative and probability
Argumentative approaches (Anderson et al., 2005; Wignore, 1931) are strong in their analysis of complex structures of reasons pro and con. There can be arguments about the justificatory power of a reason (using Toulmin’s pro-warrants or Pollock’s con-undercutters; cf. Verheij, 2005). Figure 1 shows an argument that the suspect is punishable for a crime because of committing it, grounded in a witness testimony. The argument is attacked because the absence of the witness on the crime scene suggests that he is lying. Formal versions (Prakken 2004; Verheij, 2000) have been proposed, and have proven their analytic value. However, whereas Dung’s seminal work (2005) provided a mathematically mature foundation of argumentation, the field now struggles with a confusingly large number of different semantics.

Narrative approaches (Wagenaar et al., 1993) take a synthetic perspective by focusing on the construction of hypothetical stories about what has happened (Figure 2). These stories are then compared in terms of their plausibility and matching with the evidence. In the figure, the different levels of plausibility and of matching have been indicated by lines and arrows of different width. Checking which elements of a story are supported and which not (evidential gaps; Bex, 2011) and determining the consequences of a story in order to for instance test an alibi (story consequences; Bex, 2011) are helpful investigative tools. The emphasis on the existence of different stories helps prevent tunnel vision. However, narrative approaches are more productive in the critical questioning of dubious cases (as in the work of Wagenaar and colleagues) than for decision making: how are plausibility and evidential matching to be determined, and how must they be compared, for instance when (as in...
Figure 3) there is one story with high plausibility but a low match, and another with low plausibility and a high match? Also current formal grounding of narrative approaches is limited, but see Bex (2011) for a formalized hybrid argumentative-narrative approach.

In a probabilistic approach (Figure 3), numeric values are attached to the evidence and its support (expressed e.g. as a conditional probability) for the hypotheses proposed by the plaintiff (p) and defendant (d). Bayesian updating (using likelihood ratios) revises the evidentiary support values when new evidence is added. In the figure, the degree of evidentiary support is suggested by the width of the arrows; initially the evidence provides stronger support for the plaintiff's hypothesis, but finally the situation is reversed. An example of a probabilistic analysis is (Kadane & Schum, 1996). An advantage of probabilistic approaches is that they are well-founded in mathematical theory, but a limitation is that they assume more numbers than are available. It also happens that a probabilistic presentation of evidence leads to errors in court (Buchanan, 2007).

3. Integration by a logico-probabilistic argumentation theory

I claim that a new synthesis of logical and probabilistic techniques is needed, and that an argumentation perspective provides the key to such a synthesis. Therefore, I have initiated the development of a logico-probabilistic argumentation theory (LPAT), building on earlier work in mathematics and intelligent systems applied to legal decision-making. LPAT is a non-trivial synthesis of two seminal foundational theories, namely Kraus-Lehmann-Magidor preferential logic (1990) and Kolmogorov's classic probability axioms. In LPAT, qualitative, rule-based arguments have a quantitative interpretation. The numbers in such a quantitative interpretation can be objective (expressing frequencies) or subjective (expressing values and preferences). Argument strength is defined as a conditional probability. Stories about what can have happened become conclusions of arguments with the available evidence among their premises. So in LPAT there is no formal distinction between 'story conclusions' and other conclusions; stories only tend to consist of several elements. In LPAT, 'holistic' arguments from all premises to a final conclusion are formally connected to Wigmore-style 'analytic' arguments (1931), that consist of structured maps of premises, intermediate positions pro and con, and conclusions.

4. Conclusion

By the mixture of logical and probabilistic techniques, a logico-probabilistic argumentation theory has Bayesian Networks (Taroni et al., 2006; Hepler et al., 2007) as a central competitor. However, whereas Bayesian Networks are successful in data-modeling, additional tools (such as utilities) are required to model decision-making. LPAT addresses this issue by using logical techniques for decision-making and probabilistic techniques for data-modeling. In this way, LPAT may help alleviate the miscommunication between legal decision-makers and forensic data analysts that has leads to infamous judicial errors (Buchanan, 2007; Derksen & Meijsing, 2009).

After a period in which the causal metaphor associated with Bayesian Networks has had priority, it is time for a return to reasons, as formalized by a logico-probabilistic argumentation theory.
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